SOQUEL CREEK WATER DISTRICT
P.O. BOX 1550  CAPITOLA, CALIFORNIA 95010

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
SIGN

FONT SIZE, STYLE, AND COLOR
1. 4-1/2", TIMES NEW ROMAN, BLACK
2. 2", HELVETICA, BLACK
3. 3/8" WIDE LINE, REFLEX BLUE
4. 2", TIMES NEW ROMAN (ITALICS), BLACK
5. 2-1/2", TIMES NEW ROMAN, BLACK
6. 1-1/2", HELVETICA, BLACK
7. 1-1/2", HELVETICA (ITALICS), BLACK

NOTES:
- CAMERA READY LOGO WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE DISTRICT
- MINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN SIZE AND POSITION OF TEXT MAY BE PERMITTED TO FACILITATE APPEARANCE AND PREPARATION